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Abstract

In this paper we propose a new graph algorithm visualizer, called JAZ (Java Algorithm visualizer), whose main features are: (a) JAZ is basically machine-independent; (b) JAZ is a post-mortem SV system; (c) JAZ heavily uses colors and it allows to show multiple views of program executions; (d) JAZ is based on an imperative approach; (e) the interaction between the user and the system is based on the Java Application Programming Interface; (f) the main purpose of JAZ is novice classroom demonstration and algorithm development and debugging. In our opinion, JAZ is very simple to be used. The main characteristic of JAZ, however, is that it can also be used as a multi-platform distributed collaborative tool for teaching graph algorithms (over any network supporting the TCP protocol, such as Internet or any intranet).
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1 Introduction

The last years have seen remarkable improvements in the development of frameworks for the so-called area of algorithm visualization, which is understood to be the visualization of a high-level description of a piece of software. It is well known to people who develop algorithms that their brain (or, better, its right side [14]) automatically does an imag-
two main drawbacks: they are machine-dependent since they make use of machine-dependent graphic libraries and, being general-purpose algorithm animation systems, they require a very high learning effort for a person who want to visualize a given algorithm. In this paper we propose a new algorithm visualizer, called JAZ (Java Algorithm visualizer), that overcomes the first drawback, being developed in Java language [2], and is very simple to be used, having restricted the class of algorithms to be animated to the class of graph algorithms.

According to the six categories described above, the main features of JAZ are the following:

1. Being written in Java, JAZ is basically machine-independent. Indeed, the only requirement is that a Java virtual machine is available on the machine and the operating system on which JAZ has to be executed. So far, JAZ has been tested on the following operating systems: MAC-OS, Windows 95, and Unix.

2. JAZ is a post-mortem SV system.

3. JAZ heavily uses colors. Moreover, it allows to show multiple views of program executions (thus allowing, for instance, to compare different algorithms for the same problem).

4. JAZ is based on an imperative approach, that is, the data structures that can be used for the visualization are constrained by the functions contained in the JAZ Library.

5. The interaction between the user and the system is based on the Java Application Programming Interface.

6. The main purpose of JAZ is novice classroom demonstration and algorithm development and debugging. In our opinion, JAZ is very simple to be used.

The main characteristic of JAZ, however, is that, similarly to other SV systems such as GASP-II [23], MOCHA [5], and CAT [8], it can also be used as a multi-platform distributed collaborative tool for teach-
ing graph algorithms (over any network supporting the TCP protocol, such as Internet or any intranet).

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe the philosophy behind JAZ and its software architecture when viewed as a single-user SV system. In Section 3, instead, we describe the network deployment of JAZ when used as a multi-platform collaborative tool for teaching algorithms and how JAZ can be used as a teaching tool in an electronic classroom. In Section 4, finally, some directions for future research are briefly outlined.

2 The JAZ SV System

JAZ is a Java SV system which allows to visualize a sequence of slides intended to represent the execution of a graph algorithm. It uses a post-mortem technique for making animations out of the execution of a graph algorithm, similar to the one used by GAIGS [1, 20]. In other words, the visualization can be displayed only after the program executed.

The software architecture of the JAZ SV system is shown in Fig. 1. The user who wants to animate a graph algorithm can use the JAZ Graph Drawer to draw a graph and save it into a file with a specific format. Then, in order to load the graph and create a file representing snapshots of the execution of any graph algorithm, the user has to annotate the program, by inserting at interesting points of the source code some Java methods, contained in a set of JAZ Libraries (to this aim, the inclusion of these libraries in the source code is needed). This set of libraries contains methods that allow a Java programmer to load a graph, to modify its structure (by either adding or deleting nodes and edges or changing the color of its nodes and edges), to take pictures of the graph at interesting points of the execution of the source code, and to save these slides into a file with a specific format. The code, compiled with any Java compiler, will produce a class file. Therefore, the user can call the JAZ Runner that takes this class and the graph file as input and produces as output a file containing an animation of the algorithm. At this point, the user can execute the JAZ Snapshot Visualizer, which reads the animation file, interpret it and displays the snapshots representing the execution of the program.

The graph drawer The graph drawer allows the user to either load a graph or draw a new one. To this aim, a simple and almost auto-explaining interface has been implemented (see Fig. 2). At the present
Figure 3: The code for the DFS problem

time, the graph drawer is quite basic, especially if compared to more powerful specific software. The interface is composed of three panels: a palette panel, a command panel and a drawing panel. By clicking with the mouse on any of the buttons of the palette panel, the user can perform operations on the drawing panel one of the possible drawing actions (such as deleting a node or an edge, inserting a node, an edge, or a loop, setting a node or an edge label, reversing an edge direction, moving a node, and selecting and moving a set of nodes). After a graph has been drawn, the user can save it, by clicking on the Save... button of the command panel. In the current version of the graph drawer, it is not possible to edit several graphs simultaneously on the same drawing panel neither to perform any kind of graph combination. Moreover, the node or edge label can only be a float value. Finally, no graph drawing algorithms are available even though they will be included in the near future.

The libraries JAZ offers a set of Java libraries, that the user must import in the source code in order to animate an algorithm. An example of a Java program, annotated with some JAZ primitives (the ones written in bold), that implements a depth-first search algorithm, is shown in Fig. 3. In order to produce a file of snapshots representing the graph at different times of the execution of the program, the standard main() method is substituted by the algStart() one, that loads the graph and opens an output stream, where the snapshots will be printed. This method also initializes the colors of the nodes of the graph and takes an initial snapshot of the graph by means of the files.snapshot() method that causes the description of the graph at that moment to be printed on output stream.

The kernel of the program is the recursive method DFSsearch() which receives as parameter the current visited node i. The first visualization step within this method consists of coloring node i with green in background and black in foreground by means of the method g.setColorsOfNodeOfIndex(). A snapshot of the graph is then taken. Successively, when the edge between i and j is selected, this edge is colored with green by means of the method g.setColorsOfEdgeBetweenIndices() and, once again, a snapshot of the graph is taken. The last visualization step consists of changing again the background and the foreground colors of node i in order to emphasize that this node has been already visited.

The snapshot visualizer The JAZ snapshot visualizer is the heart of the toolkit. Its interface is shown in Fig. 4 where different steps of the execution of the program previously described are presented. After having loaded a file of snapshots (through the Load button), the user can either show the slides one-by-one both in forward and in backward mode (by clicking on the Step or on the Back button) or visualize them (by clicking on the Go button) until the end of the execution of the program is reached or until the Pause button is clicked. Notice that a snapshot description is composed of a text which is visualized in the text area positioned in the upper part of the interface and of a graph specification which is visualized immediately below the text area. The meaning of the Broadcast button and of the lower part of the interface (which supports a chatline) will be explained in the next section.

3 The JAZ Collaborative Tool

The network deployment of the JAZ collaborative tool is shown in Fig. 5. Basically, the interaction between the teacher and the students is allowed by means of a server which broadcasts any incoming
message to all connected clients (i.e. the teacher and the connected students). This server is part of the teacher tool: it communicates with the teacher interface through a pipe connection and with the student tools through TCP connections (thus, there are no limits on the "geographic dimension" of the virtual classroom). Since the messages traveling through the network can be either snapshot descriptions or chatline messages, all connections need a multiplexor and a de-multiplexor in order to correctly handle two distinct message streams traveling on a single connection. Observe that, in the current version of JAZ, the visualization of the snapshots is not interactive: that is, the student cannot interfere with the sequence of the visualized snapshots.

The teacher interface The teacher snapshot visualizer (see lower part of Fig. 6) is exactly the same as that described in the previous section. The Broadcast button allows the teacher to send the description of the currently visualized snapshot to all connected students (observe that only the teacher can send snapshot descriptions). The lower part of the interface regards the chatline. This part is composed of (a) a text area where all messages traveling through the network are visualized, (b) a text field where a new message can be composed, and (c) a Send button that allows to send the message contained in the text field.

The student tool The student interface is similar to the teacher one (see upper part of Fig. 6). There are two main differences: (a) the student interface does not contain the visualization buttons (indeed, the student can only receive snapshot descriptions from the broadcast server), and (b) the interface contains a connection part where the name of the student has to be specified and the connection can be estab-
lished by means of the **Connect** button (to be precise, this part is contained in the HTML document that the student opens with any browser).

**An example** In Fig. 6, an example of the beginning of a typical network class is shown. In this case, two students, Alice and Bob, are connected with the teacher, professor Duke (observe that Alice is running Netscape Communicator under Windows 95 while Bob is running it under MAC-OS). Whenever a student starts a new connection, the default message *hello to everybody* is broadcast through the network (observe that any chatline message is shown in the text area preceded by the identification of the sender). In our example, after the connection of Alice and Bob, the teacher sends the two messages *Welcome, Alice.* *Welcome, Bob.  I am professor Duke.* and I will now show you DFS in action. Successively, he broadcasts the description of the snapshot previously loaded and currently visualized. The class can now continue: the teacher can alternatively load and, eventually, broadcast new snapshot descriptions or answer to any question that the students pose through the chatline.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have briefly described a new SV system, called JAZ, which can also be used as multi-
platform distributed collaborative tool for teaching graph algorithms. With JAZ programmers can easily obtain animations to support the development, the debugging, and the explanation of graph algorithms. To this aim, they just have to annotate their Java code with JAZ primitives.

Three main research directions will be followed in the near future:

- To experiment the system in actual electronic classrooms. The main goal of these experiments should be to understand whether animations can really aid understanding an algorithm. Similar experiments have already been performed (see, for example, [10]) but, as far as we know, there are no results regarding electronic classrooms.

- To develop a fundamental graph algorithm base to be distributed along with the system. To this aim, we will mainly refer to the graph algorithm part of [13].

- To compare JAZ with other similar SV systems for electronic classrooms, such as GASP-II [23], MOCHA [5], and CAT [8]. Two examples of criteria that will be used to perform such a comparison are the ease-of-use and the delay induced by the visualization object transmission.
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